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Abstract 

The facade is one of the most complex parts of a building, performing multiple objectives of 
value to the occupants. However, the frequency of facade fires in tall buildings is increasing, 
and modern facades can sometimes ignite and contribute to a fire. It is crucial to understand 
the behaviour of such facades in a fire, but there is currently no theory, model, or series of 
experiments that allows this understanding. This paper takes a top-down, data driven 
approach to understanding facade behaviour by analysing a unique database, named 
KRESNIK, containing 252 commercial facade fire tests, the first time such data has been 
collected and compared. For the first time, we found that the outputs from these tests were 
correlated, which could be used to gain more information of facade performance in a test 
than simply pass or fail; and that the different layers of a facade can have a significant effect, 
particularly the addition of a cavity. Rainscreen facades performed the worst (45% of the 
rainscreen facades in KRESNIK failed), whereas none of the ETICS or sandwich panels in 
KRESNIK failed the test. We also found that the choice of cladding material of these 
rainscreens is the most important factor in driving their fire performance, but that neither the 
total fuel on the facade nor the conductive resistance through the facade can predict this fire 
performance. Finally, we found that repeated tests of identical facades could have major 
variations in the test outputs, but that whether the facade ignited or not tended to remain 
consistent across repeats. These results help to identify critical factors in facade 
flammability, better informing engineering decisions, and allowing the creation of tall 
buildings with safe facades. 
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1 Introduction 

The facade represents one of the most complex and expensive parts of a building’s 
construction, sometimes accounting for as much as 20-25% of the total cost [1]. From a fire 
safety perspective, a flammable facade has the potential to breach compartmentation, 
allowing fire to spread between floors. However, constructing a facade is a multi-objective 
problem and improving one objective (e.g. improving a facade’s moisture control) may 
require a trade-off in another (e.g. its ability to limit the spread of fire) [2]. 
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Figure 1: Plot showing the number of large facade fires worldwide every five years from 1990 to November 2019. 
Data found from news articles and online. This is an update of a plot found in [2]. 

In recent years, the frequency of fires involving flame spread along the facade has been 
increasing (see Figure 1) to a current average of 4.8 fires per year. Before 1990, a vertical 
breach in compartmentation via the facade might come from a room fire breaking through an 
opening in the facade, flames extending up the side of the building, and the fire then 
breaking into the floor above [3,4]. However, more modern facades may contain significant 
amounts of combustible components, leading to fires where the facade ignited and actively 
contributed to a fire.  

In cases where parts of the facade can ignite, this opens multiple paths for fire spread. Most 
commonly in residential buildings, a fire could start inside the building and spread to the 
facade via openings in the compartment. This is similar to the case in a non-combustible 
facade, but the flames can extend further and are fuelled by the facade itself. This has 
happened in many documented facade fires [5–7]. There is also the possibility of the fire 
igniting externally to the building and spreading to the facade, and then from the facade into 
the interior [7–9]. In some cases, such as the high-profile fire at The Address Hotel in Dubai 
[10] a fire can be initiated in the facade itself, and then spread internally. In the case of 
rainscreen facades, the addition of a cavity gives an additional path for flame spread and 
can help to extend the flame length and make it easier for fires to spread to additional floors.  

Examples of some common facades that may contain combustible components are shown in 
Figure 2. External Thermal Insulating Composite Systems (ETICS) consist of a layer of 
insulation fixed to some kind of substrate and then coated in a thin layer of render. Sandwich 
panels consist of a layer of insulation sandwiched between two thin sheets of (usually metal) 
material. Rainscreen facades are the most complex, and consist of a potentially multiple 
layers of insulation and vapour and weather control layers fixed to a substrate, with an outer 
cladding layer separated from these other layers by a cavity, for moisture control purposes. 
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Figure 2: Schematic diagrams of the three most common types of potentially flammable facade present on 
modern buildings. More details on these facades can be found in [2]. 

Most countries require that a facade meets a minimum standard of fire safety before being 
allowed on a building. For example, in the UK, if a facade contains no combustible 
components or passes a large scale facade fire test [11,12] then it can be approved for 
building construction [13]. These large-scale tests are common in many countries, and while 
they vary in method, they all try to simulate one kind of fire that a facade might be subjected 
to [14]. However, these tests are cumbersome to run and, when designing a building, there 
are often many different parts of the facade that would need to be tested. Therefore, 
countries will often allow a facade to be approved using expert judgement to explain why a 
particular facade will meet this minimum safety requirement. After the Grenfell Tower fire in 
the UK [15], this kind of approval by expert judgement – so called “desktop studies” – has 
come under criticism, and currently no combustible materials of any kind are allowed on 
building facades [16]. 

These desktop studies usually try to compare the facade in question to previously tested 
facades and extrapolate from these results. However, there is currently no theory, model, or 
series of experiments that can accurately predict a facade’s behaviour in fire. The current 
scientific literature on facade fires is also relatively sparse. Therefore, such extrapolation is 
not scientifically justified. One way to rectify this would be to build sufficient fundamental 
knowledge of fire behaviour in facades, such that it is possible to scale-up predictions from 
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the small to the large scale. This kind of bottom-up approach is where much of the current 
research into facade fires is focused, an overview of which can be found in [2]. This 
approach is key to gaining a true understanding of fires in facades, however an alternative 
and complimentary approach would be to perform many detailed large-scale facade 
experiments to gain an understanding of what controls the fire dynamics within a facade 
system. This would be a top-down approach. But performing enough of these experiments 
would be prohibitively expensive (sometimes more than £10,000 per test) for any research 
group. However, every day across the globe hundreds of commercial facade fire tests are 
performed in order to make sure they meet the national minimum fire safety requirements. 
This represents a huge, untapped source of knowledge. While these tests are not true 
experiments, and the data recorded is not as detailed, by gathering enough of this test data 
together it should be possible for new knowledge to emerge and to see how different 
aspects of facade design impact the performance in these tests. 

This kind of top-down approach, finding patterns that emerge from a large amount of 
imperfect data, is commonly used in medicine to find pertinent factors that affect patient 
health. It is also beginning to be used more in the field of fire research. A recent top-down 
study of facade fire incidents found, among other things, that 17% of incidents recorded 
involved fatalities [17]. Another top-down study used large numbers of commercial furnace 
test data to analyse the discrepancies in energy balance in the testing approach [18]. 
Machine Learning has also be suggested as a way to gain more information from 
commercial fire tests, rather than only a strict classification [19]. 

With this in mind, for the first time, we have created a large database of commercial facade 
fire tests, named KRESNIK, designed to accommodate different kinds of facade tests should 
such data be made available in the future. In this paper, we will describe the structure and 
contents of KRESNIK, and demonstrate how novel analysis of this data can give insight into 
facade performance in this standard. 

2 Methodology  

2.1 PN-B-02867 Test Standard 

KRESNIK is a unique database containing data on 252 tests that were recorded at ITB (a 
research and testing institute in Poland), according to the PN-B-02867 test standard [20]. 
This standard is an intermediate scale test originating in Poland, though it shares some 
similarities with ISO 13785-1 [21]. This test standard was analysed in [22] to demonstrate 
the effectiveness of the PN-B-02867 test method. Details of PN-B-02867 are shown in 
Figure 3. The standard involves igniting a 600 x 300 mm, 20 kg wood crib 50 mm from the 
facade at its centreline; and then removing the crib after 15 min. The facade is then 
observed for an additional 15 min for continued fire behaviour. The surface of the facade 
facing the wood crib must be as close to 1.8 x 2.3 m as any panel dimensions will allow, and 
must be constructed as it would be on a building.  
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Figure 3: Photos and schematic diagrams of the PN-B-02867 intermediate scale facade test. The length units are 
in mm. To be approved, a facade must pass this test 3 times. Pass / fail criteria are shown in Table 1. 

Throughout the test, a fan applies an average 2 m/s air flow towards the facade; this, in 
contrast to other similar test standards, where no wind is included, provides a worse-case 
condition that will increase the incident heat flux on the facade. Also unlike other test 
standards that require a facade to pass only once, the test must be repeated 3 times on 
identical facades, and all 3 tests must pass for a facade to be approved.  

To pass the test, thermocouple data and qualitative observations from the technician running 
the test are recorded. The thermocouples are placed 125 mm either side of the centreline at 
heights of 1.5 and 2.25 m. These temperature data and observations are then recorded in a 
test report and checked against the pass/fail criteria for the standard. These criteria are 
shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: Pass / Fail criteria for PN-B-02867 [20] 

Pass / Fail Criteria Explanation 
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Temperature at 1.5 m Thermocouples at a height of 1.5 m must 

not exceed a temperature of 450 ℃ for 
more than 30 s 

Temperature at 2.25 m Thermocouples at a height of 2.25 m must 
not exceed a temperature of 350 ℃ for 
more than 30 s 

Flaming above 1.5 m after 15 min No flaming or smouldering should be 
observed on the facade above 1.5 m, after 
the wood crib is removed (15 min into test) 

Flaming above 2.25 m after 15 min No flaming or smouldering should be 
observed on the facade above 2.25 m, after 
the wood crib is removed (15 min into test) 

Continued burning after 30 min No flaming or smouldering should be 
observed anywhere on the facade after 30 
min 

Falling droplets, solid residue, or large parts No flaming debris or large parts must fall 
from the facade for the duration of the test 

2.2 KRESNIK Database Design 

Data from the PN-B-02867 standard are recorded in written test reports. These reports 
record similar information from the tests each time, however these written documents do not 
allow for data to be processed and analysed in a structured way. By transferring the 
information in these test reports into a database it can be combined and compared in a way 
that allows new knowledge to emerge. However, to do this we must only select information 
that is common across the vast majority of reports, and structure this data in a way that can 
be easily built upon. 

To achieve this we created a relational database. As opposed to a simple spreadsheet, a 
relational database allows different standards to be stored in the same database by 
representing each standard as a separate table (also referred to as an entity) containing only 
the observations (or outputs) that are relevant to that particular standard [23]. Each table is 
made up of columns that represent different features of the entity being represented (for 
instance, outputs recorded in a test). Similarly, different types of facades (such as those 
shown in Figure 2) can be represented as separate entities, allowing you to capture different 
details for different types of facades. For instance, not all facades will have a cavity but if one 
does then it is crucial to include this feature when studying its fire behaviour. In storing the 
data in this way, future research will be able to add to the database even if they have data 
from different testing methods or facade types that may not even exist yet. 

Data stored in a relational database can be visualised using an Entity Relationship Diagram 
(ERD). The ERD for KRESNIK is shown in Figure 4. Each box in the diagram represents a 
different entity / table. The names inside each box represent features / columns of that table 
that are recorded. The line connecting tables show how they can be joined together to 
connect information. A one-to-one relationship will connect one row of a table to one row of 
another table. A one-to-many relationship will connect one row of a table to many rows of 
another table. The features / columns that contain “id” in the name are used as “keys” to 
connect these databases, a standard part of database design and usage. More information 
on how to read this diagram can be found in [24]. 
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Figure 4: An entity-relationship diagram for the KRESNIK database. Descriptions of each feature / column can be 
found in the Appendix. 

The data recorded in the test reports fell into two categories: input and output. The input to 
each test was the design of the facade. Such designs can get very complex, and recording 
every detail of a facade would include a lot of information which would not be present across 
all facades, harming the ability to compare facades within the database. The data we were 
recording was also commercial, and so we had to ensure that it was not detailed enough to 
reveal any individual product or manufacturer (in other words, the data had to be 
anonymous). Therefore, the facades were represented as multiple layers of generic 
materials - for instance the cladding could be recorded as 4 mm of terracotta, but could not 
include the precise make of terracotta. 

The type of facade was recorded according to the categories shown in Figure 2. There are 
no strict definitions of these categories, and so some bias was introduced by the authors 
here. However, because the majority of facades that are tested tend to follow standard 
designs, almost every entry in the database fell neatly into one of the three types: ETICS, 
sandwich panel, or rainscreen. Those that did not were labelled as “other”. 

The output data was the results from the tests. This consisted of the thermocouple 
measurements (averaged over every 30 s) and a recording of which of the failure criteria in 
Table 1 was met during the test. We wanted to analyse the temperature measurements 
independently of the effects from the wood crib. Therefore, we performed 3 additional tests 
using only a wood crib against a masonry wall, and recorded thermocouple measurements 
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in the same way as the other tests. The results of these additional tests are shown in Figure 
5. We fitted curves across the three tests, and used these to represent the effect of the wood 
crib. The curves were fitted in four parts, representing the ignition, growth, steady-state, and 
decay phases of a well-ventilated fire [25]. The decay phase was an instantaneous drop, as 
the wood crib is removed after 15 min. The other phases were represented by a mean 
temperature, or by a quadratic fit in the growth phase. We then used this curve to calculate 
two new variables related to the temperature. 

 

Figure 5: Temperature vs. time curves for 3 PN-B-02867 tests performed against an inert wall. These show the 
effects of the wood crib alone, without the fire contribution of the facade. 

The first new output variable we named peak excess temperature. This is the maximum 
difference between the temperatures from a particular test and the fitted temperature curve 
from the 3 wood-crib-only tests. This variable represents the most severe increase in 
temperature caused by the facade alone. The second output variable we named residence 
time. This was defined as the amount of time that at least one of the thermocouples in a test 

was 100 ℃ higher than the fitted wood crib temperature curve. This is because the maximum 
variation from the fitted curve in the wood-crib-only tests was approximately 100 ℃. The 
residence time represents how long a severe temperature condition, well above the effect of 
the wood crib, is maintained on the facade.  

The final output variable created for KRESNIK was a flammability index. This was a variable 
created from the pass / failure criteria in Table 1. The variable can take a value from 1-4 (𝑖 =
{1,2,3,4}) based on how many of the pass / failure criteria were observed during a test. The 
variable is ordinal in nature, as the pass / failure criteria in the test were such that they 
always occurred in a particular order, with each increasing value representing a worse 
performance than the one before. This is shown in Table 2. With these 3 output variables 
combined, we can get as close to representing the performance of a facade in each test as 
possible. 
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Table 2: Corresponding values of flammability index in KRESNIK, based on the failure criteria observed in an 
individual PN-B-02867 test. Flaming above 2.25 m and falling droplets also always occur together, hence them 
sharing a value. 

Pass / Fail Criteria Observed Flammability Index Value 

No failure criteria observed 1 

Continued burning after 30 min 2 

Flaming above 1.5 m after 15 min 3 

Flaming above 2.25 m after 15 min 
4 

Falling droplets, solid residue, or large parts 

For the research done in this paper, KRESNIK contained data from 90 different facades and 
252 tests. Not all facades were tested three times, as some tests were stopped after the first 
failure. Of these 90 facades, 38 were rainscreens, 24 were ETICS, 21 were sandwich 
panels, and 7 fell into the “other” category. These “other” facades were mostly testing 
individual components of a facade, such as the fixings. The materials used in the facades 
were not evenly distributed. In particular, insulation varied very little between facades of 
each type. All the ETICS contained either EPS or mineral wool, all the sandwich panels 
contained either EPS, PUR, or PIR foam, and all but 5 of the rainscreen facades contained 
mineral wool. Therefore, we did not analyse the effect of varying insulation materials in this 
paper. 

A final remark on KRESNIK is that using these commercial tests introduces a certain amount 
of bias into the data. The data here will be representative of the population of commercial 
facades tested in Poland, but may not be completely representative of these facades once 
they are on a building, or of the kinds of facades tested in other countries. However, this 
does not mean that the results are not at all representative of other facades, and the 
uniquely large number of tests in KRESNIK means that any conclusions drawn from the data 
should be more generalisable than a very small sample of more varied data. 

3 Results 

Each facade test in KRESNIK includes 3 variables representing the performance of the 
facade during that test: peak excess temperature, residence time, and flammability index. 
These variables are connected, but they represent different aspects of fire performance 
during the test. The relationship between these three variables is shown in Figure 6. In these 
plots, each point represents the median value of each output for a facade, as the standard is 
normally repeated 3 times on identical facades. The error bars are then the maximum and 
minimum from the other repeats. Occasionally, facades were tested only once or twice, as 
the manufacturer will stop testing after the first failure. For flammability index, the worst case 
performance across repeated tests was taken. 

Figure 6 shows that there is a positive trend between residence time and peak excess 
temperature. This might be expected, as if a severe temperature is maintained for a long 
period of time (residence time), because of the fire, then it might be expected to reach a 
higher peak temperature over all. The trend is also stronger as flammability index increases. 
This might also be expected, as if there is definite flaming going on, then the connection 
between the maximum temperature and the length of time at high temperatures would be 
stronger as more of the available fuel has time to contribute to the fire. However, at the 
maximum value for flammability index of 4, the trend seems to fall apart. The cause of this is 
unknown, but it could also be that because the flames have spread so high in this case (2.25 
m, see Table 2) that enough of the facade is burning to quickly consume all of the fuel fast 
enough that the temperature does not remain high for long periods of time. This is supported 
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by photos taken before and after these tests (with 𝑖 = 4), as the tests with shorter residence 
times had much larger areas of the facade consumed than the tests with longer residence 
times. 

The R2 values between residence time and peak excess temperature in Figure 6 increase 
with flammability index up to 𝑖 = 3. R2 values represent how much of the variation in the data 
is explained by the trend line. As this kind of analysis has not been done before in the 
literature, there are no similar values to compare these fits to. However, this tells us that 
residence time can explain more of the variation in peak excess when the flammability index 
is higher, suggesting that the connection between the two values is stronger in the case of a 
more severe fire. 
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Figure 6: Plots showing the relationship between output variables in KRESNIK. Error bars represent the range of 
values for one facade over 3 repeated tests, with the median test as the central point.  
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A comparison of the performance of the different facade types is shown in Figure 7. The plot 
shows the percentage of tested facades of each type that achieved different flammability 
indexes in the test. It is clear that in this dataset, rainscreen facades performed significantly 
worse than the other facade types, with 45% of the tested facades achieving a flammability 
index greater than 1 (i.e. failing the test). This could be due to the difference in materials 
used in the rainscreen facades, or the presence of a cavity, which is known to increase the 
severity of fire conditions in a facade [26–29].  

There were 7 facades in the database (of a total of 90) that were significantly different to all 
the other facades tested. These facades were different enough from one another that they 
were impossible to analyse in aggregate, we therefore did not include them in Figure 7. They 
all achieved a flammability index of 1, with the exception of a facade of polycarbonate panels 
with a cavity, which achieved a flammability index of 4. This means that all of the facades 
that failed the test in our database contained a cavity. 

 

Figure 7: Bar plot of the percentage of facades that fail for different facade types. There were a total of 24 ETICS, 

21 Sandwich Panels, and 38 Rainscreen facades in KRESNIK. 

To check whether the materials in the different types of facades were the reason for their 
relative performances, we analysed whether facades with particular materials were the ones 
that failed. None of the Sandwich Panels and ETICS facades in KRESNIK failed the test, 
meaning it would only be possible to analyse variations in thermocouple measurements, 
making it difficult to draw conclusions about the materials in these types of facades. 

For the rainscreens however, there was a large variation in the type of cladding used. Figure 
8 shows the frequency distribution of the cladding materials used, and the flammability index 
achieved by rainscreens with those cladding materials. The majority of rainscreens in 
KRESNIK had mineral wool insulation, with the exception of 5 facades that had phenolic 
foam insulation. These included both of the rainscreens with terracotta and compressed 
basalt cladding, one of the rainscreens with wood polymer composite (WPC) cladding, and 
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one of the rainscreens with cement board cladding. This was the only facade with cement 
board cladding that failed the test. 

 

Figure 8: Bar plot showing the number of rainscreen facades in KRESNIK with different cladding materials, and 
their distribution in flammability index. Rainscreens with ACP FR or HPL performed the worst. 

From Figure 8 it is clear that only the rainscreens with combustible cladding achieved a 
flammability index greater than 1 in this test. Rainscreens with high pressure laminate (HPL) 
cladding and aluminium composite panels with added fire retardants (ACP FR) in particular 
performed poorly, with approximately 80% of the HPL and 60% of the ACP FR achieving a 
flammability index greater than 1. This aligns with a similar prediction of issues with HPL 
cladding from a recent study [30]. With this test setup therefore, it seems that the inclusion of 
a combustible cladding material drives the facade performance in the test, a finding that is 
supported by [31]. While it may seem obvious that combustible cladding would decrease a 
facade’s fire performance in a fire test – this has been hypothesised by other fire experts 
[31–33] – this is the first time that this claim has been supported by a large set of empirical 
data. It should also be pointed out that not every facade containing combustible insulation 
achieved a bad performance in this test, suggesting that it is not the combustibility of the 
material alone that is driving the facade fire behaviour. The only non-combustible cladding 
that achieved a flammability index greater than 1 in KRESNIK also contained Phenolic 
Foam, suggesting the insulation also plays a role. However, only one of the 5 facades 
containing phenolic insulation failed this test, so this is something to be investigated in future 
research. 

Although there is clearly a difference in facade performance based on the materials present, 
it is not certain what aspect of the materials is driving this behaviour. Figure 9 shows our 
attempt to predict each output using simple regression models and 2 different design 
variables of a facade, fuel load and U-value. These variables represent the maximum 
amount of fuel that could be burned on a facade and the ease of heat transfer through a 
facade, respectively. We chose these variables as they are often implied as the most 
important in driving fire behaviour in a facade (representing combustibility and heat transfer). 
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Figure 9: Bar plot showing the R2 values achieved by trying to predict each output variable in KRESNIK using the 
Fuel Load and U Value of the facade, and a simple linear / logistic regression model (logistic in the case of 

flammability index as it is a categorical variable, rather than a numerical variable). The R2 method chosen for the 
logistic regression models was McFadden’s Pseudo R2 [34]. 

Figure 9 shows the R2 values for 3 simple regression models fit for each output and predictor 
variable. For peak excess temperature and residence time we used a simple linear 
regression, but because flammability index is an ordinal variable, we used a logistic 
regression model instead (which predicts probabilities of being in different categories). 
Logistic regression models have more than one way of calculating an R2 value. In this case, 
we used McFadden’s Pseudo R2 [34], which is the simplest. These R2 values represent the 
amount of variation in the outputs that can be explained by each predictor variable. 

It is clear that neither fuel load nor U-value can fully explain the output results. With a simple 
linear fit, fuel load only manages to explain about 10% of the variation in output. This is very 
low, but the relationship is statistically significant. By this we mean that if you take a simple 
linear regression: 

𝑦 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑥 

And then test the null hypothesis that 𝛽1 = 0 (i.e. that 𝑥 and 𝑦 are unrelated) then fuel load’s 
effect has a p value < 0.05. This suggest that fuel load does have some explanatory power, 
but that it cannot predict the output of these tests on its own. U-value has no explanatory 
power however. The sub-plots in Figure 9 suggest that there is no obvious function that can 
explain the shape in the data, so exploring other variables and fits should be a subject for 
future work. 
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Figure 10: The upper plot shows the variation over repeated tests of an identical facade. The bottom plots show 
how the variation across repeats increases as the severity of the output increases, implying the tests that varied 

the most are also the ones that performed the worst. 

Part of the difficulty in explaining trends in the data is the huge amount of variation, even in 
the repeated tests of identical facades. Figure 10 shows the variation in each output across 
3 tests of each facade in KRESNIK. It is clear that the variation in both of the numerical 
outputs can be huge, as much as 500℃ in peak excess temperature or 12 minutes in 
residence time. Interestingly though, there seems to be no correlation between the variation 
of the different outputs (i.e. a large variation in peak excess temperature does not guarantee 
a large variation in residence time). 
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It does seem that the facades with the highest variation in temperature readings were the 
ones with a higher flammability index, which makes sense as thermocouples will probably be 
more affected by variability in flame spread than variability in heat transfer. The bottom plots 
in Figure 10 show that a lot of the variation in output can be explained by the maximum 
value of that output measured across the 3 repeats. This suggests that the minimum values 
of each output tend to stay pretty similar in the case of peak excess, although there is more 
variation in residence time.  

Despite this large variation, there are only 4 facades (out of 90) in the database that vary in 
flammability index across repeats. All 4 shift from a pass to a fail. This suggests that the 
ignition behaviour of these facades is relatively consistent, however this result may also be 
because facades that fail the first test are not always repeated again, but are simply deemed 
to have failed. 

Future work will focus on expanding this approach across multiple test standards, to see 
whether these results are generalisable beyond PN-B-02867, although finding organisations 
that are willing or able to share this kind of commercial test data is difficult. It would also be 
useful to investigate the effect of different insulation types more, as this dataset does not 
have the required variation in insulation materials to see any effects. 

4 Conclusions 

We have created and analysed a unique database of 252 commercial facade tests, named 
KRESNIK, taking a top-down approach to understanding facade performance in fire. The 
tests in KRESNIK were performed according to the Polish PN-B-02867 standard [20]. We 
found that the outputs from this test were correlated, which could be used to gain a deeper 
understanding of facade performance in a test than a simple pass or fail. We found that the 
type of facade had a significant effect on fire performance, with ETICS facades performing 
best and rainscreen facades performing worst (over a third of rainscreens failed the test), 
which seemed to be driven by the cladding materials. We also found that there was huge 
variation in the temperature performance of an identical facade across repeated tests, but 
whether the facade ignited or not remained consistent. 

These results show the power of a data driven, top-down approach to fire research. Although 
each of these commercial tests has only a small amount of information recorded, by 
combining large numbers of tests together and extracting as much information as possible 
from test reports, novel evidence of facade performance in fire can be gained. 

Future test standards could capitalise on this approach by recording more detailed 
information and allowing it to become accessible for scientific research. Precise knowledge 
of material properties of products used in a facade, combined with less coarse thermocouple 
measurements, video recordings, and even heat flux measurements (or if possible, 
measuring the most important parameter for fire, the heat release rate) could allow for much 
more advanced prediction capability, either by passing the results from many tests through a 
regression model, or through a more advanced machine learning model. The output from 
such a model could be used to find which design parameters are sensitive to help guide 
future research, or be used as an indicative model prior to large-scale testing. 

This kind of evidence can also be used to critically assess the engineering judgements made 
to extend the application of facade tests (so called “desktop studies”). As researchers, it is 
not for us to tell architects or engineers how to design buildings. However, by providing 
empirical evidence of the performance of different facades and materials in these tests, we 
can better inform engineering decisions and allow for the creation of tall buildings with safe 
facades.  
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Appendix: Database Variables Explained 

Table 3: An explanation of all the variables that appear in the KRESNIK database. A visualisation of the database 
is found Figure 4. The Datatype column mentions factors. These are not a datatype in computing, but are a 
structure in R that is used to deal with categorical data, and so I have separated them from other string/character 
variables for clarity. All material properties were taken from measurements at room temperature. 

Entity Variable Datatype Description 

PNB02867 droplets Boolean 
True/False: were droplets 
observed during the test? 

 L1_temp Boolean 
True/False: did the temperature 
measured at L1 exceed 450℃? 

 L2_temp Boolean 
True/False: did the temperature 

measured at L2 exceed 350℃? 

 L1_burn Boolean 
True/False: was burning 
observed at or above line L1 after 
the wood crib was removed? 

 L2_burn Boolean 
True/False: was burning 
observed at or above line L2 after 
the wood crib was removed? 

 burn_after Boolean 

True/False: was burning 
observed anywhere on the 
facade after the test had 
concluded? 

 peak_temp Numeric 

What was the maximum 
temperature measured during the 
test by any thermocouple (after 
averaging the thermocouple data 
over 30 s)? Measured in ℃ 

 residence_time Numeric 

After subtracting the wood crib 
thermocouple curves from the 
test thermocouple data, for how 
long did at least one of the 
thermocouples measure at least 
100℃ above these wood crib 
curves? 

 pass Boolean 
True/False: was the outcome of 
this test a pass or a fail? 

Test source String 
What organisation provided this 
test data? 

 standard Factor 
Which standard was used in this 
test? 
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Facade type Factor 
4 options: was this facade 
ETICS, Rainscreen, Sandwich 
Panel, or Other. 

 comments String 

A field to add any comments that 
may be important. Used if the 
facade or test scenario are 
unusual in some way. 

Cavity cavity_width Numeric Width of the air cavity in mm. 

 cavity_barriers Boolean 
True/False: Were cavity barriers 
present in this test? 

Cladding cladding_thickness Numeric 
Thickness of the exterior cladding 
in mm. 

SandwichExterior s_exterior_thickness Numeric 
Thickness of the thin outer layers 
of the sandwich panel in mm. 

Render render_density Numeric 
Application density of render 
used on ETICS facade in kg/m2. 

 render_thickness Numeric Thickness of render in mm. 

Insulation ins_density Numeric 

Density of insulation in kg/m3. If 
not provided in the test report 
then the value from the 
MaterialProperties table is used. 

 ins_thickness Numeric Thickness of insulation in mm. 

MaterialProperties material_name Factor 
Generic name of the material 
(product names forbidden in 
order to preserve anonymity). 

 heat_of_combustion Numeric 
Chemical heat of combustion of 
the material in MJ/kg. Taken from 
literature. 

 density Numeric 
Density of the material in kg/m3. 
Taken from literature. 

 specific_heat Numeric 
Specific heat capacity of material 
in J/kg*K. Taken from literature. 

 thermal_conductivity Numeric 
Thermal conductivity of material 
in W/m*k. Taken from literature. 

 


